
LAGOS STATE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(MATHEMATICS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL)

PRIMARY THIRD TERM

TOPICS

2nd

i, ratio and

(i money
ill,

Bases:
Binary Numbers

i/ Nun)bets
hi, Quantitative Reasoning.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils bhouid bo ablo to:
i, topics on ratio,

money and plane

shapes.

i}. participate in (esumption test.

Pupils should be abje to:

i, write numbers in binary numbers

Pupils in small groups revjse ist and 2nd torms•

topics and homo•work.

Pupils as individuals:

i, revise 2nd term's toptcs on ratio, proportion, money

and plane shapes,

ii. participato in resumption test.

Pupils in small groups:

• share themselves into dftterent units of numbers,

ii. convert denary (base 10) to binary e.g, a group with t I members will be regrouped into 4

(baso 2) which gives 2 remainder 3 this means have been

iii. convert denary to other number converted into base four

EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

Critical thinking and
problem solving
Communication and
Collaboration

Leadership and ex

personal development
Skills

Communication and
Collaboration

Skills.

Critical thinking and

IMPORTANCE:
bases and vice versa Thjs exercise continues With other groups, problem solvjng skills.
iv add and subtract numbers bases

•It is used in cmvuting.
from binary to denary -write numbers in binary numbers

calculating in cm)putec
v, multiply and divide number bases •convert denary (base 10) to binary (base 2) ba

trom binary to denary -convert denary to other number bases and Vice versa

lhey am also used in
- add and subtract of numbers bases from binary to

assigning internet protocol
denary,

bases from binary to www 

numbbase

nnch m-multiply and divide number 
denary www 

utUb€

Examples; tch

i. binary numbers comprising of only 2 different digits
i.e 0 and 1.

ii. convert base 10 to base 2, e.g convert 1510 to base
2.

27R1
23R1
2 IRI

ORI

iii. convert denary to other base e.g convert 2110 to
base 5.

5 2110
54 RI
5 OR4

2110=415

iv. convert binary to denary e. g 10112

3210

10112=1x23+Ox22+1x2t+1x20
=1x8+ox4+1x2+1x1
= 8+0+2+1=1

iv. convert 324 to base 10.
10

324 = 3 x 41+2 x 40
=3x4+2x1
= 12+2= 1410

v, add and subtract number bases. e.ga. 10112
+101

b. 7348

- multiply and divide number bases e. g

13406
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MATHEMATICS
WKS TOPICS

2 Angles
Angle, Lines and Bearings.

Importance:
-It is used for architectural

design in building houses

or construction companies.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Pupils should be able to:
a. explain the meaning of angle in

details and give some samples in

the classroom environment.

b. mention different types of angles

c. measure angles in degrees using

clocks e.g. 300,450, 600, 900, 1200,

etc

d. explain the term line and pinpoint

some lines in the classroom.

e. measure different types of lines

accurately

f. identify various types of angles

and lines.

UNIFIED SCHEMES

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

- divive 3204 by 104

firstly convert to base 10.

=3x16+2x4+Ox1
48 +8+0 = 5610

10a=1x41+0x40

5610 - 1410

Then convert 1410 to base 4.

. -324

Quantitative Reasonin

Pupils in small groups:

- sketch two different lines meeting at a point on a

paper or cardboard and use protractor to measure the

degrees of the angles formed at the intersection of the

two lines.

- explain the meaning of angle in details and give

some samples in the classroom environment

-mention different types of angles

c. measure angles in degrees using clocks e.g

300,450, 600, 900, 1200, etc

- explain the term line and pinpoint some lines in the

classroom.

e. measure different types of lines accurately

- identify various fypes of angles and lines.

a. Angle is a space measure between two intersecting

lines close the point where they meet.

b. types of angles are acute angle, right angle, obtuse

angle, straight angle, reflex angle, complementary

angle e.t.c

acute angle

ii.

right angle

obtuse angle

e.t.c

A line is a one-dimensioWlgure which has length

but no width.

c. types of lines are parallel line, transversal line,

perpendicular line, vertical he, horizontal line e.t.c

parallel line
p

PQ is a perpendicular line

iii, A

AB is a transversal line
- solve real life problems on angles.

EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

Communication and

Collaboration

Creativity and

imagination skills

148

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Papers
Pencils
Erasers
Cardboard papers

Protectors

(Mathematical Set)

Rulers
Chart of angles

Chart of line

www.mathsisfun.com

angles
wwu.geom.uluo.edu,

anqles

www.onlinemathleami

nq.com

edudelighttutors.com



LEARNING ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
toetCS

Pupils should be able to:
3 Potygon

tema. 

evceedngocta.on g.

cxO•ts n (3 seed shöVS) . opht
rw•egie

; i vs-daterats (4 seed stw*S) ,

Ouantitativ• Reasoning

pacts conv.)ete this tables e g

gif foi
'0 sia f

EMBEDDED COR
stouts

Communtcat•on and
Collaborat'(Y) skills

Leadership and
Personal

development.

MATHEMA

Resou*l

Chart of

Pacers

Erasers

square rectangle.
etc

e (5sded
iv hex.n (6 séed st'.s)

v. heptagon ( sded shapes)

( S sded shape)

c draw any kind of p$gon

their names.

d- draw hes of symmetry of

(shapes).

e
n

a
g

n

a. explain the term polygon in details.

b. name some two dimensional shapes not exceeding

octagon. e.g.

i. triangles (3 sided shapes) : right angled triangle,

isosceles triangle, equilateral triangle. scalene

ii. quadrilaterals (4 sided shapes) ; square, rectangle,

kite. rhombus, trapezium etc

iii. pentagon (5sided shapes)

iv. hexagon (6 sided shapes)

v. heptagon ( 7 sided shapes)

vi. octagon ( 8 sided shape)

c. draw any kind of polygon including their names.

d. draw lines of symmetry of polygons (shapes).e.g

i. Equilateral tnangle

It has 3 lines of symmetry

ii. Rectangle

It has two lines of symmetry.
NB. Number of sides of any regular polygon above
quadnlateral is equal number of its sides, e.g.
pentagon has 5 sides and 5 lines of symmetry

• find the number of triangles in i.e.a polygon, 
No. of tnangles n- 2
where in' is number of sides. e.g.
How many triangles are in a pentagon?



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

4 Time, Distance and
Average speed.
- Tune

- Distance
-Average speed
-Real Ife problems
-Quantitative Reasoning

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils should be able to:
i. calculate the distance, time and
average speed of objects or
persons. e.g.
a. Distance = Average speed x Time
b. Time = Distance / Average speed

Average speed = Distance / Time

2

A pentagon has 5 Sides. therefore Its number ot
angles 'S n •2 5-2: 3

- find the sum of angles in each polygon, i.e.
sum of angles (n •

e.g. sum of angles in a pentagon (5 - 2)180
(3) ISO -3 x 180 540.

g. solve quantitative reasontng exerctses on polygon.

Pupils in pairs
- run round the school field and each person's time
spend is recorded to calculate average speed
i. calculate the distance. time and average speed of
objects or persons. e.g.
a. Distance = Average speed x Time
b. Time = Distance ! Average speed
e Average speed = Distance / Time.

-It helps the motonsts
determine the distance a
vehicle covers over a period
of time.

This can be noticed on the
dash board of a car.

NB: Distance, Average speed and
time are measured in Km or m:
Kmdhr or mts and Hr or seconds.

NB: Distance. Average speed and ome are measured
in Km or m: Km/hr or mis and Hr or seconds.

Examples:

5 Volume and Capacity: Pupils should be able to:
-Cube a. calculate the volume of 3
-Cuboid dimensional shape such as cube,
-Cylinder cuboid, cylinder, prism etc
-Cone etc b. state the properties of solid
- Quantitative Reasoning shapes.

c. calculate the capacity of liquid in
litres.

d. express capacity in litre and in

centilitres cube

e. explain the difference between

volume and capacity e.g. volume is
how much space an object takes up
while capacity is the amount of liquid

a container can hold.

i. An aeroplane travelled to London at an average
speed of 825km/ht for 4hr. what distance was covered
by the aeroplane?

Given •

Speed = 825km/hr
Time = 4hr
Distance = ?

Therefore you are to find the distance:
D=SxT

= 825km/hr x 4hr
= 3300km

ii. A man walks a distance of 42km in 6hr. calculate
the average speed.

Given

Distance = 42km

Time = 6hr

Speed = 42km/6hr
= 7km/hr

Quantitative Reasoning

Pupils in small groups:
- measure the surface cover of their tables, benches,
chair etc in their classroom by using ruler or tape
measure to measure the length, breadth and height,
then, multiply the outcomes..

.ie Length x Breadth x Height.

- calculate the volume of 3 dimensional shape such as
cube, cuboid, cylinder, prism etc

- state the properties of solid shapes.
- calculate the capacity of liquid in litres.
- express capacity in litres and in centilitres cube
- explain the difference between volume and capacity.
e.g volume is how much space an object takes up
while capacity is the amount of liquid a container can

EMBEDDED COR
sxn.us

Citizenship

Leadership and
personal develop

skills

Critical thinking and

problem solving skill

Communication and
Collaboration

Citizenship skill.

f. derive the formulae of volume of hold

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY 4-6 150

MATHEMATICS
LEARNING

ResouRces

Classrooms
Type rule
Pencils

Cardboard paper

Chart of volume and

capacity formulae

Teacher's tables

Pupils' tables

www.m.vputube.gom,

www.askpnydifferenc



WKS TOPICS

Importance
-It is useful in bottling
companies e.g. water.
soft dnnks. juice,
malt companies

- It is also useful in Fishery,
Pharmacy. Catennq etc.

6 Everyday Statistics:
-Population represented on
pictograms, bar chart and
pie-chart.

-Measures of Central
Tendency:

Mode

Median

Mean

Range

Probability

-It is helps to collect and
analyze data for making
decisions on:
• Business
• Population
• Provision of social amenities
to people in a place or
community

7 Midterm Break

8 Revision on whole

numbers.

9 Revision on past questions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

solid shapost

Pupils should be able to:

find the mode from a set of

numbers

identify the median from a given

set of numbers

calculate mean of a given set of

numbers

solve problems on chances of

events.

solve quantitative aptitude

problems relating to statistics

and probability.

Midterm Break

Pupils should be able to:
i. use basic operations to solve

exercises on whole numbers up to

billions.

Pupils should be able to:
i. solve exercises on placement test 
pack,

ii. model entrance test

•derive tho formulae of volume of solid shapes.

o q find tho volume of tho diagrams below,

Volume of a cube length x length x length LJ

x 10cm x 10cm

IOOOcm3

7cm

Volume of a cylinder = NH = 22/7 x5cmx

5cm x 7cm = 550cm3,

Quantitative Reasoning

5 g + 31 kg

Pupils as a class do a role play. nine pupils are

lined up in front of the classroom. Their heights

are studied by the rest of the class, then line up

in descending order (tallest to the shortest), the

most common height is the mode, the height at

the middle of the pupils lined up is the median

and the total numbers of the pupils' heights

divided by the total number of pupils standing

which is the mean

Pupils in groups arrange given number cards

Critical thinking

solving

Communication

and collaboration

Student

leadership and
personal

development

orderly, then select the numbers into category of

sizes. The pupils identify and calculate the

mode, median and the mean of the numbers

given.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

Median

Find the mean, median and mode of the following

questions

3

20

Midterm Break Midterm Break

Pupil as individual revise exercises from class and
home work.

Pupils in small groups solve past entrance
examination questions.

iii. solve exercises on related

entrance examinations uestions.

edudelighttutors.com
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AUDIO

RESOURCES

Cardboards Y
numbers

Data charts

Site finks

httpsjlsthyraz

planhtrl

hks

https•]lm

Wldterm

LDUCAi


